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George’s Sugar Marketing Task Force has
released the draft Code of Conduct
Readers will recall that MP George Christensen presented at the
Canegrowers Burdekin Member Information Forum on 20 May.
At the Forum, George started his presentation by going back to
the start, saying that initially he was concerned but not worried
when Wilmar started talking about marketing raw sugar as it
appeared they were prepared to negotiate. But then they came
back and he stands by his comment that their actions were an
“Act of Bastardry” ...it had only been a few years before when
Wilmar came to Australia as the growers friend and making
statements that they would not upset the apple cart. But as
things progressed and it was clear that Wilmar were not
prepared to negotiate George started to investigate options and
it appeared to him that the best option was a Code of Conduct
that sat under the Competition and Consumer Act.

MP George Christensen presenting at the Member Information Forum

George advised Forum attendees that the Taskforce had received submissions from far and wide and these included 30 from
individual mum and dad cane farmers – which focused on the personal story and which were very helpful in putting the human
side of the story across.
George said “Although Wilmar has been doggedly determined this determination has been matched by the unprecedented cooperation between all of the different cane representative groups”.
George shared with the Forum that the Taskforce had made their decision and their report will be proposing that there has been a
case of Market Failure in NQ as a result of Wilmar’s “Act of Bastardry” and that a mandatory code of Conduct is needed.
Access to the full draft Code of Conduct is available by clicking here.
The headlines from the draft Code of Conduct are:
 It is a Mandatory Code of Conduct not voluntary






The purpose of the Code is to regulate the conduct of Millers, Port Owners and Growers to ensure fair and transparent
access to milling services, choice regarding marketing and a negotiation dispute mechanism
Recognition of Grower Economic Interest Sugar
Millers not to unreasonably discriminate or hinder growers access to milling services
Cane Supply Agreements terms:










must permit growers to be able to access a marketer of their choice for GEI sugar
no discrimination to growers who access non miller marketing services

growers who access non miller marketing cannot be discriminated against by paying unreasonably more for milling
services
the Code includes a clause to deal with disputes during negotiations plus a separate clause whereby terms of an agreement
can be determined by an independent arbitrator
Growers have the right to request information be provided during negotiations
An automatic end date to negotiations of 80 days
Mediation
Record Keeping
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Office of Federal
Member for Dawson
George Christensen MP

“Sugar Marketing
Taskforce seeks
industry feedback on
draft code of conduct”
THE Federal Government’s Sugar Marketing Taskforce has
today released a draft industry code of conduct that aims to
address potential market power imbalances between mill
owners and growers and deliver real choice in marketing
activities across Australia’s $3 billion sugar supply chain.
Federal Member for Dawson George Christensen, who chaired
the taskforce, said the document would be released to key
industry stakeholders for comment.
The Sugar Marketing Taskforce was set up late last year amid
grower concerns that the planned withdrawal of some milling
companies from long standing marketing arrangements in 2017
could lead to market imbalances that could jeopardise grower
viability.
Mr Christensen said there was a clear call from growers for
government intervention after miller-grower negotiations broke
down in some sugar growing areas.
He said the taskforce’s draft code of conduct was designed to
give growers a voice in how their product was sold and to
provide a framework for fair and equitable negotiations.
“My taskforce has met with all of the key stakeholders over the
past few months and have also monitored the very
comprehensive work being undertaken by a senate references
committee into the same issue,” Mr Christensen said.
“We are now at the point in the process where we can seek
industry feedback on a draft code of conduct to ensure it meets
industry needs.
“It is crucial we restore stability in the marketplace so both
growers and millers can have confidence moving forward.”
Mr Christensen said if the draft code was adopted by the
government, the Sugar Marketing Code of Conduct will be a
regulation that sits within the Competition and Consumer Act,
similar to codes for franchising and the wheat and horticulture
industries.
A full report and a code of conduct will be presented to Minister
for Small Business Bruce Billson and Minister for Agriculture
Barnaby Joyce later this month after the taskforce deliberates
on feedback received on the draft code of conduct.

Draft sugar marketing
code much needed
confidence boost for
growers
Peak group CANEGROWERS has welcomed the release of a
draft code of conduct for sugar marketing which they say
shows that the federal government is serious about taking
action that supports growers’ interests.
CANEGROWERS says the draft code released by the Sugar
Industry Code of Conduct Taskforce Chair, George
Christensen, is an enormously important step forward in
rectifying the market imbalance between growers and millers
and restoring the confidence of growers.
“The draft code cuts at the very heart of the matter by
confirming that the long-held principle of grower economic
interest in the sugar must be formalised – and growers given
choice over how their economic share is taken to the market,”
Mr Schembri said.
Mills already have the right to choose how their mill economic
interest sugar is marketed and the draft code does not propose
to change this nor should it affect millers’ income.
Mr Schembri says that CANEGROWERS was heartened to
see that the draft code included an important dispute resolution
process so that contract disputes could be dealt with in a
timely manner. He also says that the sooner a resolution was
reached in the sugar marketing dispute, the better for
everyone.
“We are fully supporting a robust code which will enable
growers and mills to reach commercial solutions for the benefit
of the industry and importantly restore the confidence of
growers,” he says.
CANEGROWERS says the code will now be subject to further
consultation, with comments being called from by Thursday 11
June 2015. “We will be doing everything we can to work with
the Taskforce and other industry stakeholders to deliver a
timely and effective result for the industry,” says Mr Schembri.
“The draft code will stimulate much needed conversation
needed to break the current impasse. Critical to getting to an
acceptable result will be the full involvement of the industry
and recognition that there is an important role for government
here.
“We’re also looking forward to the future involvement of the
Minister for Small Business Bruce Billson and Minister for
Agriculture Barnaby Joyce who will be fully briefed by the
Taskforce after its deliberations are completed.”
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Cane firing permits and controls
New season burning notifications
With the 2015 season about to commence growers and
contractors are reminded of the following requirements
regarding the firing or burning of cane in preparation for
harvesting of cane.

obtained where a cane grower's CPA land is separated from
the neighbour's non-cane land by a watercourse or fire break
which is at least ten (10) metres wide and which is clear of
vegetation and flammable material.
Sample Notification Advices Available

The annual
fire permit application notice on behalf of
CANEGROWERS members informing the Burdekin community
regarding cane firing has been displayed in the public notice
section of this week’s Advocate.

Sample letters for the notification to neighbours of the intention
to apply for the permit, and for notification to neighbours before
the burning takes place, are available for members from the
CANEGROWERS Burdekin office on request.

Cane land adjoining cane land

Cane firing control

Under the Queensland Fire and Rescue Authority Act, special
provisions apply to the burning of sugarcane, tops and trash in
those situations where a grower’s Cane Production Area (CPA)
is bordered on every side by other cane land. A seasonal
permit application to a fire warden is not required in this
situation.

All cane growers are urged to ensure they abide by the
requirements of the CANEGROWERS Burdekin Collective
Supply Agreement (CSA) and Queensland Fire and Rescue
Authority Act which restrict the hours for burning.

Cane land adjoining non-cane land

 Burning of cane can only take place between the hours of

Where a grower’s CPA adjoins a neighbour's property which is
non-cane land, the grower wishing to burn sugarcane, tops or
trash, must obtain a seasonal permit to burn from the local Fire
Warden. The grower need only make a single application to
cover the whole season (or can apply for a one-off permit).
A requirement for all fire permit applications is that the grower
must notify all adjoining neighbours whose lands are non-cane
land, either verbally or in writing, at the time when applying to
the local Fire Warden for the fire permit whether it be a
seasonal or one-off permit to burn.
Also, before actually burning cane, tops or trash the grower
must follow conditions on their permit and contact FireCom on
1800 354 621, and notify the neighbour whose land
immediately adjoins the block of cane or the block upon which
tops or trash are to be burnt. This notice can be verbal with the
neighbour being advised at least two (2) hours before burning
takes place or a minimum of twelve (12) hours notice where
the neighbour is advised in writing by the grower.
Permit not required
A permit to burn cane, tops or trash does NOT have to be

In accordance with the regulation and the CSC, this means
that for the Burdekin district:
4:00 pm on one day and 9:00 am on the following day,
unless specific permit is obtained to burn outside these
hours;

 Adequate precautions should be taken to prevent the
spread of fire;

 The burning takes place in accordance with recognised
industry practice;

 Where a fire is lit for the purpose of burning tops and
trash, such tops or trash are raked at least ten (10) metres
from any headland, standing cane or other flammable
material;

 Burning of trash and tops should take place at a time
when sugarcane tops or trash are normally burnt in the
local area (subject to no burning between 10:00 am and
2:00 pm).
Smoke Hazard
In order to avoid hazards from smoke which is generally at its
worst when burning trash blanket after green cane harvesting,
it is recommended that:

 Post harvest burning of trash blanket except in the most
exceptional circumstances be avoided;

 The trash blanket is left for at least a week to dry out and
then back burn slowly;

 Obtain weather forecasts, particularly wind direction and
strength before burning;

 Ensure that correct signage is placed on public roads.
A guide to the application of the Queensland Fire and Rescue
Authority Act for the sugarcane industry, is available from the
CANEGROWERS website here.
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Fire perils cane crop
insurance
All members have cover for “Fire Perils Crop Insurance” as
part of their membership fee. This year the cover is set at $35/t
with a 50 tonne excess for any crop loss. This crop insurance
covers the following situations:

 total crop loss; a crop affected by fire and unable to be
harvested

 partial loss; the crop is able to be harvested but yield has
been affected

 the loss of a trash blanket and the costs of farming

Forward pricing
assistance via Free
Market Intelligence
Reports (Exclusive to

CANEGROWERS Members Only)
With cane prices dropping many growers are concerned with
what the future prices may be. CANEGROWERS offers
members free marketing updates as we are committed to
assisting growers who wish to understand the dynamics of the
market for your sugar.

practices to re-establish the crop
CANEGROWERS also offer members the opportunity to “TopUp” their insurance to $40/t. It is important to be aware that the
Underwriter’s maximum liability under the Fire Perils Crop
Insurance policy is limited to the selected $ indemnity value
per tonne of cane or 90% of the value of the cane at the mill,
whichever is the lesser amount. This may be important if
growers have some forward pricing at prices significantly
higher than the current QSL 2015 harvest pool estimate of
$369/t sugar. However like all insurance products members
need to be aware not to over or under insure their crop.

CANEGROWERS is the major source of market information in
the Queensland sugar industry with a greatly expanded range
of services for its members. CANEGROWERS Members can
now subscribe to an emailed information service, which
includes:



A specially commissioned fortnightly CANEGROWERS
Market Report prepared for CANEGROWERS by
Czarnikow Ltd.



The daily sugar and currency market analysis In the Raw,
prepared by Warren Males. (The daily market analysis In
the Raw is a comprehensive and witty summary of daily
price and currency movements, with an analysis of some
of the forces behind these movements).



The LMC quarterly Sugar Price Forecasting Service.

Top-Up insurance can be applied for by visiting or contacting
CANEGROWERS Burdekin on 4790 3600 and completing the
relevant forms.

If you had previously
faxed your form the fax
number on the form
posted was incorrect
please re-send to
4783 4914

As these services are contracted with external bodies,
CANEGROWERS requires that the intellectual property be
protected. Members who receive the material will not be able to
distribute or reproduce any information from this service.
Click here to subscribe.

CORES Voluntary Donation
via levy deduction
COmmunity Response to Eliminating Suicide
(CORES) needs your help
CORES is a community based program which educates
members of a local community on how to intervene when
they encounter a person they believe may be suicidal.
To donate to CORES click here for the deduction authority
do instruct Wilmar to forward half a cent per tonne of cane to
CORES.
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Under the new laws,
everyone will have a
general biosecurity
obligation
New biosecurity laws for Queensland will make managing
biosecurity risks everyone’s responsibility. The introduction of a
general biosecurity obligation under the new Biosecurity Act
2014 (the Act), which is expected to come into force in early
2016, will mean that you will have to take an active role in
managing biosecurity risks under your control.
This general biosecurity obligation means that you must take a
risk-based approach to deliver all reasonable steps to ensure
you do not spread a pest, disease or contaminant. You will
need to minimise the likelihood of the risk causing a biosecurity
event and limit the consequences of such an event.
A biosecurity event is caused by a pest, disease or
contaminant that is, or is likely to become, a significant problem
for human health, social amenity, the economy or the
environment.
The general biosecurity obligation is broader than the
prescriptive provisions under the current legislation. Specific
provisions will not be provided for all situations and this will
allow you and industry bodies more flexibility to innovate and
find better ways to manage risks.
Information will be available for many common pests and
diseases to provide guidance on reasonable and practical
measures that can be taken to meet the general biosecurity
obligation. You will not be expected to know about all the
biosecurity risks, but you will be expected to know about those
associated with your day-to-day work and your hobbies.
To learn more about the new biosecurity laws and your general
biosecurity obligation download the information brochure from
www.daf.qld.gov.au or contact us on 13 25 23.

AG HIRE
Cultivating cane




Hilling up cane
Call Paul
0416 952 932

Ratoon Stunting
Disease found
in BPS sampling

Each year, field staff from Burdekin Productivity Services
conduct xylem (juice) sampling of older ratoon crops to check
for evidence of Ratoon Stunting Disease (RSD). The samples
are sent to the RSD laboratory at Sugar Research Australia
(SRA) in Brisbane.
After taking approximately 1000 individual samples from ratoon
crops in the Inkerman and Kalamia mill areas, BPS have been
advised of 20 positive results for RSD. Manager, Rob Milla
wishes to advise all growers and contractors that the small
number of positive results indicate the disease is in no way
widespread, but protocols must be adopted to control it and to
prevent it from being spread further. Field staff will survey
Invicta and Pioneer mill areas in 2016 so that each mill area is
thoroughly tested every 2nd year.
The bacterium that causes RSD is found in the xylem (Juice) of
the plant and this bacterium affects the vessels that carry
nutrients from the roots to the rest of the plant. Older ratoon
crops are particularly susceptible. In extreme cases, RSD can
cause crop yield decline of more than 50%. Infection can be
spread by any type of machinery that comes in contact with the
juice of the plant, but in particular, harvesters, planters and
stool splitters.
Although a serious disease, ratoon stunting disease can be
quite easily preventable. The keys to controlling the disease
are sterilisation of equipment before moving from paddock to
paddock and between farms, removing older ratoon crops (4th
ratoon onwards), planting approved disease-free cane and
using resistant varieties where possible.
Sterilisation of equipment is achieved by firstly removing all soil
and plant material with water and detergent under high
pressure. Then knives and other parts of the machine that
have come in contact with cane juice should be treated with a
registered sterilizing agent available at your chemical reseller.
The sterilising solution should be left in contact with the
implement for at least 5 minutes before use.
When sterilising harvesters, the base-cutter, butt-lifter roller,
chopper-box and extractor fans should be disinfected before
cutting cane to be sent to the mill. If cutting billets for planting,
the whole feed-chain should be disinfected, as well as the base
-cutter, chopper-box and extractor fans.
BPS staff are available to all growers and contractors to further
explain RSD, machinery sterilisation techniques or to conduct
inspections. However, ultimately growers and contactors must
understand there is a problem and cooperate in reducing the
risk of spreading this disease.
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Wilmar Sugar Market Outlook presentation
On Tuesday Wilmar hosted a Sugar Market Outlook presented by Jean-Vincent Piot from Wilmar International. Jean-Vincent's
presentation covered various topics including sugar price trends, world production and consumption, and current influences in the
market
Points made during the presentation include:



NY#11 stands now around 12-13ct/lb as of end May
2015, its lowest level in the last 5 years, and has
been in a clear downtrend since its peak at 36 ct/lb
end 2011. The market has traded in a [12.4-13.6] ct/
lb range since beg April.



Despite lower #11 prices, production has remained
stable overall in the last 2 years and is remaining at
the same level for the current crop year, over and
above initial expectations. The total stock built in the
world since 2010 will have amounted to approx. +31
M tons



Crops in India and Thailand did beat all expectations,
on the back of increased acreage and lesser impact
of adverse weather than initially expected. China and
Mexican crops were impacted by adverse rains during the harvest.



Cane farmers continue to plant cane in India despite record cane arrears (~3 bn US$), as the upfront part payment that they
receive upon delivering the cane still provides better return than alternative crops. Thai farmers continue to switch from ri ce
to cane, especially in the Northern part of the country.



The Thai milling industry did heavily invest in expansion, reaching now a daily crush capacity of 1 M tpd during the peak of
the harvest (vs. 3 M tpd in Brazil). They are also working on improving the quality of their sugar, narrowing the gap with
Australian Brand 1.



Good rainfall since February did offset the January deficit, favoring cane development. Our estimates for cane has been
revised up to 590 M tons with harvested cane area (+2%) and cane yield (+1.8 t/ha). The sugar mix remains a variable
parameter at this stage.



Any day lost to rains during the crushing season implies a loss of 3M tons of cane. The last strong El-Nino in 2009-10 saw a
sizeable amount of cane left un-harvested at the end of the crop in CS Brazil…



A swing between a maxi-sugar and a maxi-ethanol production mix in CS Brazil can represent up to 7 M tons of sugar
production. Given the current outlook, it can swing the sugar balance sheet from surplus to deficit.



The forward curve of hydrous ethanol on the BMF market implies a parity with gasoline prices of ~ 62% through to July,
which is lower than historical realizations. This attracted record hydrous ethanol consumption in April, up 50% vs. previous
year. Can this be sustained?



The #11 sugar price did closely follow the USDBRL depreciation over the last year, while other the devaluation of the other
origin currencies was lower. Ethanol parity is also highly dependent upon the USDBRL FX rate.



With acreage down [5-10]% for next crop and consumption between [15-16] M tons depending on the price of HFCS, China
will need to import in excess of 4 M tons of sugar next year… unless the government decides to release (some of) its 7 M
tons reserve stocks.



Net speculative length in the market has been a driving force to the #11 price. It is mainly influenced by technical signals,
fundamental assessments and global macro or commodities complex price actions.

To view the entire presentation click here.
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Climate outlook for
June 2015 from
Professor Roger Stone
We are currently progressing from a ‘borderline El Niño’ state
to a more enhanced El Niño pattern. The SOI phase for the
end of May is classified as being ‘rapidly falling’.
The SOI to the end of May was close to minus 13.12 (-13.12).
For Queensland rainfall probability values remain close to the
climatic normal for the next three months. However a small
region around the Burdekin, as well as most of New South
Wales, has low probability values for this period.
An exception is the coastal
region of NSW and some parts
of Central Queensland and the
Burnett where higher rainfall
probability values are forecast
for this period three month
period. This El Niño is
expected to intensify during
mid to late winter and persist
for about a year, at least.
To read the full report click
here.

2015 Burdekin Show
Cane Section
Entries are now open for the 2015 Burdekin Show Cane
Section, entries closing Friday 19 June 2015 at 4pm.
There is a $5 entry fee for each section that you wish to
enter with various prizes up for grabs.
Cane entered for the CCS section are to be delivered to
the Ayr Showgrounds for testing by 9am Wednesday 24
June and all other exhibits delivered by 12 noon Thursday
25 June.
For more details and an entry form click here.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 1 June 2015

Electricity


CANEGROWERS participated in the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) customer engagement forum. CANEGROWERS
will be preparing a submission in response to the AER’s draft determination on network prices.



Energy Consumers Australia approved CANEGROWERS application for funding to engage an external consultant to assist
with investigations into the development of network tariffs to support a suite of retail electricity tariffs for irrigation use.

Marketing


CANEGROWERS met with Nigel Salter (Secretary Tully Mill) to discuss CANEGROWERS Pathways to Market – Grower
Choice model for marketing.



CANEGROWERS met with QSL to discuss possible post-2017 marketing structures in a Grower Choice environment.

Trade


CANEGROWERS is working with DFAT and the Department of Agriculture to understand possible changes (whether or not
sugar is a sensitive import item) to Indonesia’s sugar import arrangements and to avoid Australian raw sugar access from
being disadvantaged by such a change. With Indonesia being one of Australia’s largest raw sugar export destinations, it is
important that the terms of Australia’s access remain competitive with other raw sugar suppliers.

Reef


The World Heritage Committee has made a recommendation to not list the Great Barrier Reef as “in danger”. This draft
decision was released ahead of the World Heritage Committee meeting which is being hosted by Germany starting 28 June
2015. This is not the final decision for the “in danger” listing as the site could still be listed as in danger if the committee
members vote against the UNESCO recommendation.

National Environmental Science Program


CANEGROWERS attended a workshop to discuss end-user needs for the NESP TWQ Hub. The NESP TWQ Hub will
provide innovative research for practical solutions to maintain and improve tropical water quality from catchment to coast
under three research themes including:

 Theme 1: Improved understanding of the impacts, including cumulative impacts, and pressures on priority freshwater,
coastal and marine ecosystems and species.

 Theme 2: Maximise the resilience of vulnerable species to the impacts of climate change and climate variability by
reducing other pressures, including poor water quality.

 Theme 3: Natural resource management improvements based on sound understanding of the status and long-term
trends of priority species and systems.

RWUE-IF


CANEGROWERS representatives attended a RWUE-IF steering committee. The project is on track, although the uptake of
incentives for improved irrigation systems to reduce deep drainage and increase efficiency is somewhat slow in the
designated priority areas. Irrigweb - the crop model program used for scheduling (similar to Watersense) - is being used
effectively in Tablelands, Burdekin and Maryborough. The MAPS/SRA Mackay field day was attended by CANEGROWERS
which included a RWUE-IF talk and display.
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2015 Initial advance
rate

Pricing information
2014 Season Advances & Payments
as at 15 May 2015
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
21 August 14*
23 October 14*
18 December 14*
22 January 15*
19 February 15*
19 March 15*
23 April 15*
21 May 15
2 July 15
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$249
$275
$290
$310
$323
$337
$353
$368
$379
$389
$401

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
92.5%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

* paid

As advised by Wilmar on the 14 May, QSL has set the 2015
sugar advance rates with the initial advance being set at 57.5%
of the estimated final grower sugar price, therefore an initial
rate of $227 per tonne IPS sugar.
As an example, using an interim CCS of 14.5 units will result in
an initial average cane price of approximately $22.10 per tonne
of average CCS cane.
The in-season program expected is as follows;
Date
Percent of Final Price, $/Tonne IPS
Initial
57.5%
20 August
65.0%
22 October
70.0%
17 December 75.0%

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 5 June 2015
Gross

$/Tonne IPS

2015 Season

$377

$357

2016 Season

$418

$398

2017 Season

$435

$415

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices
As at 15 May 2015

Estimated QSL 2015 Pool Prices
As at 15 May 2015
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS

$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$405

QSL Harvest Pool

$369

QSL Discretionary Pool

$439

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$372

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$443

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$406

QSL Growth Pool

$441

QSL US Quota Pool

$626

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$429

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$419

QSL US Quota Pool

$601

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$434

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$417

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2016

$406

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$423

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This
information is updated regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.
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Week ending 5 June 2015

Indicative prices & the price you receive – just a matter of
timing
By Bryce Wenham – QSL Finance Manager, Supplier Relations

The Daily Indicative Price information on QSL’s website is often used as a guide for growers who choose
to Forward Price. But the price you see isn’t always the price you get paid. So why the discrepancy?
Part of the reason is because of time differences between the New York-based ICE 11 Futures Market and the Australian dollar
exchange. You’ll recall the indicative prices featured on our website are quoted in Australian dollars per metric ton and are
comprised of the ICE 11 futures price and the Australia dollar exchange rate. Here are some other key facts to consider:



The ICE 11 futures market trading hours in New York are currently from 3:30am (5:30pm Queensland time) until 1:30pm
(3:30am Queensland time), and so it does not trade during Australian business hours. In contrast, the Australian dollar
trades almost 24 hours a day.



To provide the Australian dollar sugar prices on our website we look at the closing price from the most recent trading session
on the ICE 11 and convert this into Australian dollars, using the current market exchange rate.



So, the price you see quoted on a Monday morning will be based on the closing price from the previous Friday New York
ICE 11 trading session converted to Australian dollars using the prevailing Australian/US dollar exchange rate from that
morning.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING



QSL forward pricing orders are primarily executed as Over the Counter (OTC) Commodity price swaps with banks.



These are essentially customized contracts that are traded between private parties, with the bank applying a margin in order
to fill a price.



This allows QSL to price sugar directly in Australian dollars (AUD) using a single transaction, taking into account
simultaneously the level of the AUD & the ICE 11 futures price.



Generally banks will not execute pricing OTC swaps unless the ICE 11 futures market is actually trading, which is generally
outside of Australian business hours.



Most mills cut off grower orders between 2pm and 4pm, so if you place an order during the Australian business day it will
not be filled until later that evening, provided the combination of exchange rate and futures market are able to provide the
AUD price outcome you are seeking.



If the AUD has risen strongly during the day, the indicative prices quoted on our website may become out of date.



Growers should check how the AUD may have moved during the day before placing their order.



Is it also wise to keep in mind that banks usually only execute the swap when they can make a margin. So for an order to
price at $A400 per mt, the market may need to trade to $A403 or more before the bank’s margin is met and the order is
filled.

LOCAL FEES AND CHARGES
Your final sugar price can also be affected by additional charges, such as mill administration fees, other local costs or the
outcomes of your miller’s domestic sales of raw sugar. Please contact your local miller for details of these. QSL itself does not
charge fees for its services, with all QSL operating costs included in the Shared Pool.
Securing pricing on the ICE 11 market is a fantastic tool for Queensland growers, providing them with the potential for a level of
pricing certainty not found in most other agricultural markets. However, it is important that growers using this system remember
that the prices quoted are predominantly gross, actual price figures and therefore have to be adjusted to an IPS price and receive
an allocation from the Shared Pool before final returns can be calculated.
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June Advances Payment
By Carla Keith, QSL Industry Relationship Manager

There appears to be some confusion among growers regarding QSL’s decision to delay this month’s
Advances Payment by one week.
As advised in previous updates to members, this changed payment date is a function of QSL’s shipping program, which is
currently maximizing deliveries against higher-paying shipments in June and July in order to optimise returns to our members in the current oversupplied world sugar market.

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary

The 2014 Season Advances Program has been accelerated in
order to pay out as much of the pool as possible before the end
of the year. As you may recall, QSL increased payments in the
early part of the year following extensive feedback from our
grower representative members, individual growers and grower
group managers.
QSL has always had a banking covenant where we can only
borrow a certain percentage against the value of the stock in
the BSTs. The later-than-usual shipping program means we
are borrowing more money than usual at this time of year, but
this is not any kind of a significant concern. We are merely
leveraging our banking arrangements to secure the best returns for our members, and as a result, the June payment date
was adjusted in order for us to do so.
Please feel free to contact Carla Keith or Cathy Kelly if you
need to discuss this further.

Allocations

Dam Storage

Wilmar takes legal action
against QSL
On 29 May 2015, Wilmar served QSL with an application
seeking to join QSL to legal action currently being taken against
Wilmar by a group of Burdekin cane growers seeking
compensation for certain costs associated with the 2010
season.

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

QSL rejects Wilmar’s claims and intends to vigorously defend
them. We will keep our members advised on developments, as
appropriate.

You can join the QSL mailing list to
receive weekly updates from QSL as
well as other QSL news and
information.
To join the mailing list click here.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
WISB Buy a Bale
Fundraiser, Saturday 6
June, 9am @
Woolworths entrance



Looking for work for the 2015 season, willing to relocate.
Currently driving a cab 70 hours per week I have a high work
ethic and hours will not be a problem, 47 years old with
HR,skid steer,earthmoving and forklift tickets. Call anytime Chris 0403269442 gigante3020@hotmail.com

Queens Birthday Public
Holiday, Monday 8 June

AIMS Open Day, Sunday
14 June, 10am-4pm

Burdekin Show Public
Holiday, Friday 26 June

Farm/Haulout Work Wanted
 Ph: 0428 307 147

Classifieds
Temporary Transfer Water Available For Sale
Phone 0427 768 479 for quantity and price.

Lower Burdekin Landcare Propagation Workshop
Saturday 6 June
8.00am - 11.30am
Kennedy Street Nursery, Ayr
All welcome to attend - Nursery open for plant sales

SPECIAL
Member
Deals
www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

Discounted online
training

@BurdekinCANE

Members of
CANEGROWERS Burdekin
can access the online
course “Safe working near
electrical assets in the rural
industry” for the discounted
price of $50 with
non-members paying $100.
To register phone Tiffany
on 47903600

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

PROJECT &
TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited

Debra Burden

Wayne Smith

Michelle Andrews

Regional Manager

Manager: Member Services

0417 709 435
4790 3603
0428 834 802
4790 3604

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Jim Kasper

Insurance Manager

JP (Qual)

ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

0408 638 518
4790 3606
Disclaimer

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

4790 3605

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

CHAIRS FOR HIRE
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill
$10 plus
$0.50 per Chair + GST
80 Available
To book please phone
4790 3600

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

